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Climate change has escalated the effect of drought on crop production as it has

negatively altered the environmental condition. Wild watermelon grows

abundantly in the Kgalagadi desert even though the environment is

characterized by minimal rainfall, high temperatures and intense sunshine

during growing season. This area is also characterized by sandy soils with

low water holding capacity, thus bringing about drought stress. Drought stress

affects crop productivity through its effects on development and physiological

functions as dictated by molecular responses. Not only one or two

physiological process or genes are responsible for drought tolerance, but a

combination of various factors do work together to aid crop tolerance

mechanism. Various studies have shown that wild watermelon possess

superior qualities that aid its survival in unfavorable conditions. These

mechanisms include resilient root growth, timely stomatal closure,

chlorophyll fluorescence quenching under water deficit as key physiological

responses. At biochemical and molecular level, the crop responds through

citrulline accumulation and expression of genes associated with drought

tolerance in this species and other plants. Previous salinity stress studies

involving other plants have identified citrulline accumulation and expression

of some of these genes (chloroplast APX, Type-2 metallothionein), to be

associated with tolerance. Emerging evidence indicates that the upstream of

functional genes are the transcription factor that regulates drought and salinity

stress responses as well as adaptation. In this review we discuss the drought

tolerance mechanisms in watermelons and some of its common indicators to

salinity at physiological, biochemical and molecular level.
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Introduction

Climate change, which is characterized by high temperatures,

erratic and unreliable rainfalls as well as an increase of desert

margins has become a common phenomenon in the arid and

semi-arid regions of the world. These factors and their

interactions bring about undesirable environmental conditions

that affect agriculture and most importantly crop productivity.

Drought and salinity stress has been attributed to a combination

of several factors but generally it is notable when there is a

reduction of available water in the soil, and atmospheric

conditions that cause loss of water by transpiration for a period

of time (Jaleel et al., 2009; Takahashi et al., 2020). Drought and

salinity affects crops from morphological to molecular level in

varying levels, these effects can be observed at any phenological

stage (Farooq et al., 2008; Sheoran et al., 2022). Crop productivity

is highly affected by drought and salinity stress reasons being that

the ability of plants in utilization of light energy to carry out

photosynthesis is also highly influenced by accessibility to

moisture. One of the physiological processes that are highly

affected by these abiotic stresses is the photosynthesis which is

essential in both plant growth, development, and productivity.

Climate model predictions show that the adverse effects such

as drought are not going to soften up but rather get worse over a

period of time, with the sub-Saharan region proving to be highly

affected (Walter et al., 2011; Brown et al., 2012) thus becoming

important to unravel the morphology, physiology and genetic

makeup of crops from areas experiencing natural drought

(Hussain et al., 2015). A case in point is the xerophyte wild

water melon (Citrullus lanatus), found in the Kalahari desert of

southern Africa, where it is known to withstand extended

periods compared to other C3 species. Drought stress

tolerance occurs in almost all plants, but its extent varies from

species to species and even within similar species great variation

can be observed (Niinemets, 2015; Gorim and Vandenberg,

2017; Iseki et al., 2018). A significant difference in phenotypic

and transcriptional regulation of genes during drought between

wild plants and domesticated plants has been noted by Akashi

et al. (2008); Iseki et al. (2018); Rosero et al. (2020). This then

suggests that wild species have better mechanisms in dealing

with abiotic as compared to their cultivated relatives (Ghorecha

et al., 2017; Iseki et al., 2018), thus making them important to

study and harness their tolerance mechanisms this also applies

to cultivated sensitive crops. Therefore, this review aims at

consolidating findings on mechanisms that aid one of the

drought tolerant wild species (wild watermelon) that survive

and produce well in the harsh Kalahari Desert conditions.

The wild watermelon

Wild watermelon referred to as the wild cousin or the

ancestor of the cultivated watermelon inhabits the Kalahari

Desert which is in the western part of Botswana. The crop

grows very well in this arid and hostile environments, however

unsuitable for the cultivated watermelon, under above normal

temperature and low rainfall. The soils are mostly sandy with

low water holding capacity and less plant available nutrient

required for growth. According to Gibson (1996) and Yokota et

al. (2002), annual precipitation is about 200 mm, restricted to

spring and summer during which annual plants thrive, but get

exposed and suffer severe drought which is mostly survived by

the wild watermelon.

Unlike its cultivated cousin, the fruits of wild watermelon are

less palatable, not sweet, and the internal color is mostly white to

creamy color and at times yellowish. The mature fruit has a

similar size as the cultivated watermelon. However, a review by

Mtumtum (2012) reported wild watermelons are edible and used

in different forms, its leaves, flowers, and young fruit can be

cooked as green vegetables. The seeds can be roasted and

consumed as they are considered a delicacy. It contains

relatively the same amount of water as cultivated watermelon;

thus, it has become an important crop of the Kalahari Desert for

it is a valuable source of water for the indigenous people and

their livestock (Zulu and Modi, 2010). It is also an important

part of cropping systems as the crop has been found to reduce

the frequency of weeding and production costs by acting as a live

mulch when grown as minor with other crops.

The crop survival in these extreme conditions of the desert

suggests it to be drought tolerant, thus making it an important

crop to study drought response mechanisms. Several studies on

this matter relative to the mechanisms in aiding crop drought

tolerance have been conducted. Further, the partial sequencing

and isolation, characterization, as well as documentation for

some of the important genes has been done and the information

is available to be used in further studies. Furthermore, the species

can be used as a model to elucidate the function of genes

implicated in drought and salinity stress responses ultimately

leading to enhancement of stress tolerance in cucurbit crops

through genetic manipulation. Most importantly, the wild

watermelon is an adaptable crop for addressing food security

in the face of climate change.

Morpho-physiological responses to
environmental stress

Resilient root growth under water deficit

Roots are a very important part of a plant during its growth

and adaptation to stress especially the moisture deficit stress.

Firstly, they are the anchors for every plant; and they also play an

important role and are responsible for the nutrient, water uptake

from the soil and sensing drought stress. The root growth

evolution influenced by adaptation to the local environment is

closely related with the plant phenotype, growth medium
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properties and the availability of moisture, temperature, and

nutrients of the medium (Bao et al., 2014). The type of root

varies with the crop species and its growth, development and

intensity is influenced by environmental information (Malamy,

2005). The water absorption of various plants under

environmental stress is influenced by various root features like

the primary root length, and number of lateral roots. In the case

of the wild watermelon, under drought stress the plant expresses

it xerophytic characteristic by extending its geophyte-type root

system into deep ground water. However, even when the root

extension is restricted by growing in a pot the plant could still

withstand severe drought showing that its tolerance. (Yokota

et al., 2002).

The root system has been known to have a great effect on

how plants adapt and respond to environmental stress including

drought and salinity (Wasaya et al., 2018; Comas et al., 2013;

Karahara and Horie, 2021; An et al., 2003) and the special

characters aiding the roots to help plants better adapt to

moisture stress are plasticity (Lynch, 2007) and the plasticity is

controlled by genetic components triggered by abiotic stress and

holds a great potential in stabilizing productivity under

suboptimal conditions (Zhu et al., 2011; Gifford et al., 2013).

Several molecular mechanisms have been suggested and

confirmed to be responsible for root plasticity when tolerant

crops are subjected to abiotic stresses. Several quantitative trait

loci has been found to be responsible for the longitudinal and

latitudinal growth of roots to access deeper and wider moisture

in mitigation effects of salinity and drought stress. DEEPER

ROOTING 1 (DRO1), SURFACE ROOTING (SRO1), AUXIN

RESPONSE FACTOR 7 (ARF7), HIGH-AFFINITY K+

TRANSPORTERS (HKT1) and CYCLOPHILIN (CYP) have

been documented to be responsible in developing deeper and

lateral rooting in various crops like rice (Singh et al., 2021; Uga

et al., 2013), maize (Feng et al., 2022) and Arabidopsis (Guseman

et al., 2017) thus suggesting an active role in the plants tolerance

and avoidance to abiotic stress. Several other factors like QTLs

and like qRT9 (Li et al., 2015), qTLRN, qLLRN (Niones et al.,

2015) transcription factors like NACs (Thao et al., 2013), MYB

(Zhao P. et al., 2019), NFY Family (Yang et al., 2022), has been

suggested to play a significant role in the root architecture of

plants during drought stress. Further molecular mechanisms

playing an active role in the root morphological characteristics of

various plants are documented in Table 1.

In wild water melons, the optimization of the root architecture

to maximize use of deep water has been noted as an advantageous

trait, as growing in drought stress condition a vigorous root growth

was observed (Akashi et al., 2016a). In studying the root structure of

wild watermelon Yoshimura et al. (2008) found out that when

exposed to moisture stress, the root development is significantly an

indication of triggered drought avoidance mechanisms aiding

access to moisture in deeper soils (Figure 1). The good rooting

pattern, densities and hydraulic conductance of the wild

watermelon has been attributed to superior ability to access

deeper water thus aiding its drought tolerance mechanisms

(Smith, 2006), while the tap root and the semi-taproot that grows

deeper as well as the root system that is spreading has also shown to

contribute immensely to the tolerance mechanisms of wild

watermelon (Condon and Hall, 1997). A proteome analysis on

the root of wild watermelon exposed to drought stress revealed

increased expressions levels of proteins associated with root

morphogenesis and primary metabolism and these correlated

with the enhanced root development (Yoshimura et al., 2008).

These traits of the wild watermelon points to established drought

tolerance mechanisms aiding the crop to survive under the harsh

environmental conditions.

To study the root roles in the tolerance mechanism of the

wild watermelon, Kajikawa et al. (2010) further developed a

transgenic root hair system to better understand the root

physiology and drought stress and the effects after exposure to

stress, substantial growth under stressful osmotic conditions as

compared to the cultivated watermelon which had their roots

growth highly inhibited has since been observed. The role of the

resilient wild watermelon root was also observed when Seymen

et al. (2021) used wild watermelon rootstock in grafting of

cultivated watermelon. When exposed to moisture stress

conditions, the grafted plant showed superior tolerance to the

stressful conditions as compared to un-grafted plants and that

has been attributed to the role of the rootstock’s roots.

The root morphology and physiology also aids plants to

sustainable growth under salt stress; importantly the plasticity of

roots have been noted to be instrumental in aiding plants to

tolerate salinity (Arif et al., 2019). It has been noted that the

plasticity assists plants by preventing accumulation of salts in

roots thus allowing normal uptake of moisture from the soils

(Schleiff and Muscolo, 2011). Li et al. (2014) also noted that

changes in root morphology as a critical factor for plants in

tolerating salt stress. This was ascertained as a higher root

biomass and root length was observed in Suaeda salsa (Wang

et al., 2021), Robinia pseudoacacia (Mao et al., 2016) and

Jerusalem artichoke (Yang et al., 2016) as a salinity tolerance

mechanisms. The rapid growth of root hairs has been positively

identified to contribute to the increase in root densities thus

aiding the tolerance mechanisms in plants exposed to saline soils

(Arif et al., 2019). This phenomenon is only observed in salt

tolerant plants as susceptible species have shown a contrasting

response when exposed to saline conditions. Chang et al. (2019)

observed that when three rice plants were exposed to saline soils,

they recorded a significant reduction in root biomass and length

as the intensity on the salinity increased. Several other salinity

susceptible plant species also showed similar reduced root

morphology when exposed to saline conditions (Ashraf et al.,

2005; Arif et al., 2016). Cultivated watermelon has been recorded

to be salt sensitive and thus attempts to improve the crop has

primarily focused on the use of salt tolerant roots stocks to graft

the crop. Watermelon showed great resistance to salinity when

grafted to the salt tolerant species which develop a well-
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TABLE 1 Molecular mechanisms involved in plant tolerance against salinity and drought stresses.

Name Molecular
class

Abiotic
stress

Function/Plant trait Plant species Reference

DEEPER ROOTING 1 (DRO1) QTL Drought and

salinity

Regulation of root architecture Triticum aestivum, oryza

sativa

Kulkarni et al.

(2017)

SIMILAR TO RCD ONE (SRO1) QTL Drought and

salinity

Seedling growth, regulates ROS and Cellular

redox homeostasis

Solanum lycopersicum Liu et al. (2014)

qRT9 QTL Drought and

salinity stress

Root Architecture (root thickness and

length)

Oryza sativa Li et al. (2015)

Total Lateral root Number (qTLRN),

L-type Lateral Root Number (qLLRN)

QTL Drought Root architecture Lateral root growth Oryza sativa Niones et al.

(2015)

(Auxin Response Factor) ARF TF Cold,

Drought and

salinity

Lateral root development, leaf expansion

senescence, fruit development

Elaeis guineensis Jin et al. (2022)

Myeloblastosis (MYB) TF Drought and

salinity

Cuticle development, stomatal aperture,

ABA signaling

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Arabidopsis thaliana

Xu et al. (2018)

Wang et al.

(2021)

Nuclear factor Y (NFYs) TF Drought and

salinity

Maintaining stable relative water content

(RWC)

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Arachis Hypogaea L.

Yang et al.

(2017)

Wan et al.

(2021)

9-cis-epoxycarotenoid dioxygenase

(NCED)

TF Drought and

salinity

Inhibiting Al+ toxicity, Stomatal aperture Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Citrus limonia

Li et al. (2012)

Gavassi et al.

(2021)

NAM, ATAF and CUC (NAC

families)

TF Drought and

salinity

Cell division, leaf senescence, formation of

secondary wall

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Glycine max, Oryza sativa

Song et al.

(2020)

Shao et al.

(2015)

Basic leucine zipper motif (bZIP) TF Drought and

salinity

Vascular development in roots, leaf and root

development

Oryza sativa Yang et al.

(2019)

basic Helix-Loop-helix (bHLH) TF Drought and

salinity

Light signaling transduction, Plant growth,

Metabolite biosynthesis

Melon (Cucumis melo)

Myrothamnus flabellifolius

Welw, Populus euphratica

Olivier

Tan et al.

(2021)

Guo et al.

(2021)

WRKY TF Drought and

salinity

Leaf senescence, development, and

secondary metabolites synthesis

Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Sweet potato (Ipomoea

batatas) and

Rice (Oryza sativa)

Yang et al.

(2018)

Jiang et al.

(2017)

Dehydration Responsive Element

Binding (DREB)

TF Drought and

salinity

Signal transduction Arabidopsis thaliana and

soybean (Glycine max)

Niu et al.

(2020)

Abscisic Stress induced Ripening

(ASR)

Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Modulating stomatal aperture, fruit ripening Oryza sativa Park et al.

(2020)

High-affinity K+ (HKT) Functional

Protein

Salinity Na+ removal from the xylem Pumpkin (Cucurbita

moschata)

Glycine max,

Sorghum bicolor

Sun et al.

(2018)

Li et al. (2019)

Cyclophilin (CYP) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Cellular signaling, maintaining ion

homeostasis, protein degradation and

apoptosis

Oryza sativa, Brassica rapa Olejnik et al.

(2021)

Drought-Induced Peptide (DRIP) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Accumulation of osmoprotectants Wild watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus L.)

Yokota et al.

(2002)

CLAVATA3/ Embryo Surrounding

region (CLE)

Functional

Protein

Drought Stomatal aperture Arabidopsis thaliana Zhang et al.

(2019)

C-TERMINALLY ENCODED

PEPTIDE (CEP)

Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Tunes auxin signaling, lateral root growth Arabidopsis thaliana Smith et al.

(2020)

Heat Shock Proteins (HSPs) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Protect the Photosystems and thylakoid

membrane

Wild watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus L.)

Akashi et al.

(2011)

(Continued)
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established root biomass that aided the grafted plants to

accumulate less salt ions thus water uptake was not limited

(Yan et al., 2018: Zhu et al., 2018; Kus ̧vuran et al., 2021). This

shows that improvement into the root system (be it

morphological, physiological or molecular) will enhance the

salinity tolerance of cultivated watermelon. With the wild

watermelon showing a good establishment of root plasticity

under other abiotic stress, it thus presents a potential model to

understand the roots response of this and related species in stress

tolerance studies.

Timely stomatal closure response to
drought stress

Under normal circumstances gaseous exchange in plants is

facilitated by the stomatal aperture; whereby the opening allows

for CO2 to be taken in for the process of photosynthesis while O2

is taken out as a by-product. Stomatal opening responds to

several environmental and physiological factors, such as; light,

leaf-to-air vapor pressure deficit, drought and salinity stress

(Farquhar and Sharkey, 1982). Plant responses to salinity and

drought are often similar. The first phase of salinity stress is the

osmotic effect, which is quite similar to that of drought stress

(Yildiz et al., 2020). The presence of excess salts in soil causes

osmotic stress formation by limiting water availability of plant

with roots. In a similar way, osmotic stress is induced by low

water potential that results from an actual lack of water in an

environment, due to low precipitation (drought). In both cases

plants cannot uptake sufficient water for normal growth and

development and common stress related signal transduction

pathways are activated.

Closure of stomata has been noted as a first response of plant

to osmotic stress (Munns and Tester, 2008) and this is highly

dependent on the plant species, where tolerant species will have a

mechanism of controlling the stomata to allow partial gaseous

exchange to facilitate the photosynthesis process (Pirasteh-

Anosheh et al., 2016). Under drought stress where soil

moisture is limited and/or high atmospheric evaporative

demand, partial or complete stomatal closure allows plants to

maintain a favorable water balance while limiting the carbon

gain. Salinity-generating stress also results in stomatal

regulation, an important strategy that enables plants to cope

with NaCl-induced osmotic and ionic stresses (Orzechowska

et al., 2021). Plants exposed to salinity close their stomata to

protect against water loss. The opening is limited by the soil and

atmospheric moisture content because during moisture deficit

the stomata tends to reduce their opening as an established form

TABLE 1 Continued

Name Molecular
class

Abiotic
stress

Function/Plant trait Plant species Reference

Rice (Oryza sativa) and Wheat

(Triticum aestivum)

Mishra et al.

(2018)

Late Embryogenesis Abundant (LEA) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Stabilizing water homeostasis and ROS

Scavenger

Wild watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus L.)

Potato (Solanum tuberosum

Akashi et al.

(2008)

Chen et al.

(2019)

Dehydrins Functional

Proteins

Drought and

salinity

Chaperons, chelators, free radical scavenging Watermelon (Citrullus lanatus

L.)

Arabidopsis thaliana and Rice

(Oryza sativa)

Lee et al. (2017)

Tiwari and

Chakrabarty

(2021)

GTPase Functional

Proteins

Drought and

salinity

Root hair development, pollen growth,

hormonal signal transmission

Wild watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus L.)

Wheat (Triticum aestivum)

Akashi et al.

(2016a)

Choudhury

et al. (2021)

Trehalose-6-phosphate synthase (TPS) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

ROS Scavenging, regulating

Intracellular K+ /Na+ balance

Watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus)

Yuan et al.

(2022a)

Yuan et al.

(2022b)

Aquaporins Functional

Proteins

Drought and

salinity

Regulated water transport and stomatal

aperture

Watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus)

Raturi et al.

(2022)

Thaumatin-like protein (TLP) Functional

Protein

Drought and

salinity

Immune response, stomatal aperture Watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus)

Ram et al.

(2022)

Metallothionein (MT) Functional

Proteins

Drought and

salinity

Root growth, transpiration rate, stomatal

aperture, accumulation of compatible

solutes

Wild watermelon (Citrullus

lanatus L.)

Arabidopsis thaliana

Akashi et al.

(2004)

Patankar et al.

(2019)

Some mechanisms have already been documented to play an important role in wild watermelon tolerance mechanisms while the rest are potential molecular mechanisms behind the
morphological and physiological tolerance mechanisms in wild watermelon. Quantitative trait Loci, (QTL); Transcription Factors, (TF).
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of first line of defense mechanism (Mansfield and Atkinson,

1990; Cornic and Massacci, 1996; Singh and Reddy, 2011; Hou

et al., 2016). In doing so, excessive loss of leaf moisture and

desiccation is avoided, thus protecting the cell structure and

metabolisms. Stomatal closure plays an important role in

protecting the most sensitive photosynthesis apparatus of the

plant thus enabling the plant to survive/regenerate post the stress

period (Martin-StPaul et al., 2017). Therefore, when the stomatal

and non-stomatal limitations to photosynthesis are compared,

the stomatal closure outweighs the later in plant growth and

survival under stress conditions (Escalona et al., 2000; Tissue

et al., 2005).

The response time of stomata during the critical period is

very important in the survival of plants during drought and

salinity stress, the quicker the plants respond, the better position

they are in avoiding stress effects. This has been associated with

the ability to withstand drought in phaseolus (Markhart, 1985)

cowpea (Laffray and Louguet, 1990), sorghum (Tsuji et al.,

2013), soybean (Hossain et al., 2015) and woody species (Yan

et al., 2017); salinity in maize (Neto et al., 2004), Cotton

(Janagoudar, 2007), sorghum (Duarado et al., 2022), Eruca

sativa (Hniličková et al., 2017). This was attributed to stomatal

closure as a form of salinity stress coping mechanism. The

stomatal response can take several forms depending on the

species and drought tolerance. Stomata can completely be

closed under severe drought stress, and this is closely

dependent on plant species, as tolerant species tend to control

status of their stomata to allow carbon fixation and

photosynthesis as well as improving water use efficiency

(Laffray and Louguet, 1990; Pirasteh-Anosheh et al., 2016).

Stomatal aperture is highly regulated by the accumulation of

the ABA. Several molecular mechanisms were found to play in

the ABA-mediated stomatal aperture by triggering the ABA

synthesis under drought stress (Daszkowska-Golec and Szarejko,

2013). Stress and ripening (ASR) gene family has been

documented to play a significant role in the opening and

closing of stomatas during abiotic stresses (Li et al., 2017) with

several studies confirming the role in stomatal aperture. Other

gene families like NCED (Sussmilch et al., 2017; Gavassi et al.,

2021) and RAB have also been documented to play an important

part in stomatal aperture during environmental stresses.

Transcription factors like MYB (Oh et al., 2011; Simeoni et al.,

2022) and Cyclophilin CYP (Liu et al., 2021; Olejnik et al., 2021),

NAC (Du et al., 2014; Negi et al., 2018) and NFY (Guochao et al.,

2017; Yu et al., 2021) families have been found to play a

significant role in the ABA induced stomatal aperture

In comparison with cultivated watermelon, the wild

watermelon has shown a different response pattern in stomatal

closure when exposed to moisture deficit. The wild watermelon

showed a rather quick stomatal response as observed by a

FIGURE 1

A schematic representation of the morphological, physiological and molecular potential indicators to drought and salinity stress tolerance in

wild watermelon.
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reduced internal CO2 and dropped to almost zero in the earlier

stages of moisture deficit; a same observation was made when

the wild watermelon was compared to other crops in the

citrullus family (Nanasato et al., 2010; Sanda et al., 2011; Mo

et al., 2015; Malambane, 2018a). The stomatal closure of the wild

watermelon response was observed within 3 days of moisture

stress induction while the cultivated watermelon and cucumber

took longer period for the internal CO2 levels to drop. The wild

watermelon internal CO2 dropped to almost zero within 5 days

post stress and was quicker as compared to the cultivated

watermelon that took longer for the internal CO2 to approach

zero level. The timely stomatal closure of the wild watermelon

results in lower internal CO2 which then results in significantly

reduction of the photosynthesis activity, and this can be thought

to contribute to the survival of the plant as the energy is focused

mostly in maintaining the plant under drought stress (Figure 1).

The stomatal response of the wild watermelon to drought has

shown similar trends as stomatal response to salinity in other

crop species like melon, bottle gourd, pumpkins, luffa studied by

Modarelli et al., 2020) and Arabidopsis thaliana (Orzechowska

et al., 2021) thus the timely stomatal closure can be considered

an important tolerance mechanisms for the wild watermelon

during both drought and possibly for salinity stress too.

However, in terms of salinity tolerance, precise physiological

mechanisms need to be established in addition to safe guarding

photosynthetic machinery through stomatal closure.

Protection of photosynthesis apparatus
through chlorophyll fluorescence
quenching

Stomatal closure as a response to abiotic stress usually results

in a decrease in CO2 supply to mesophyll cells and subsequently

to the photosynthesis process. When drought is severe, this will

be lead to a decrease in the rate of ATP and NADPH

consumption for CO2 assimilation (Baker and Rosenquist,

2004). In most sensitive plant species this would result in

decreases in the rate of linear electron transport and

consequently in operating efficiency of the most sensitive

photosystem II (FPSII) or the efficiency at which light

absorbed by PSII antennae is used for reduction (QA

reduction). In a similar manner, severe salt stress decreases

pigment content and activity of photosynthetic electron

transport (FPSII, qP), inhibits conversion (Fv/Fm) of light

energy, and destroys cell membrane structure in plants (Jia

et al., 2019). Chlorophyll (Chl) is an important pigment that

reflects plant photosynthetic capacity and decrease in its content

may be attributed to increased degradation and inhibited

synthesis of the pigment. The loss of Chl is usually

accompanied by inactivation of photochemical reactions,

especially those mediated by PSII in plants exposed to salt

stress and all this impact photosynthesis. Under drought and

salinity stress, excess light energy absorbed by chlorophyll can

cause irreversible damaged to PSII lead to cell death if not safely

dissipated (quenched). This quenching acts as a protective

mechanism that prevents the formation and accumulation of

reactive oxygen species (ROS) induced by excessive reduction of

the primary acceptor of PSII (Demmig-Adams and Adams,

2006; Zivcak et al., 2014). Quenching analysis allows for the

separation of the contributions of photochemical and non-

photochemical processes in the quenching of variable

fluorescence, by inducing a temporary closure of all PSII

reaction centers by a strong saturating light pulse (Baker,

2008). The decrease in fluorescence due to photochemistry is

named photochemical quenching and the most useful parameter

derived from quenching analysis is the measure of the efficiency

of PSII (FPSII) and quenching, qP indicates the proportion of

open PSII reaction centers (Maxwell and Johnson, 2000) while

the non-photochemical quenching (NPQ) represents the rapid

and reversible thermal dissipation (heat loss) of absorbed light

energy in the PSII antenna (Horton and Ruban, 2005). NPQ is

believed to quench about 90% of the excitation energy in the

PSII, has a mechanism that induce dehydration and this

mechanism is thought to highly contribute to the high

tolerance of some plants against severe dehydration caused by

drought and salinity (Komura et al., 2010).

When comparing various genotypes of cotton under well-

watered conditions, Zakhidov et al. (2016) found out that the

stressed plants displayed higher values of FPSII and most

important in the drought tolerant lines the values were even

higher by about 15% suggesting that chlorophyll fluorescence

quenching efficiency is higher in tolerant species. When Ginkgo

biloba L. seedlings were exposed to salinity stress, the results

shows that maximum (Fv/Fm) and actual (FPSII) quantum

yields of photosystem II (PSII) decreased gradually in the higher

concentrations salt treatments and stability of the membrane

system are greatly affected (Zhao H. et al., 2019) indicates the

aggravation of the PSII reaction center at greater stress levels (Lu

and Zhang, 2000; Percival, 2005), and this corresponds with

diminished photosynthesis (Percival and Sheriffs, 2002; Kalaji

et al., 2011). An analysis of whether chlorophyll fluorescence

quenching performance was affected by the environment by

Sanda et al. (2011); Malambane et al. (2021) showed that the

wild watermelon NPQ and FPSII values were higher when

compared to the cultivated watermelon either in stressed or

unstressed conditions in the two varying environments. This

increase can be associated with the protection of the PSII from

damage by the reduced rate of electron entry into the PSII. This

suggests that the photochemical and non-photochemical

quenching capacity of wild watermelon supersedes that of the

cultivated relatives in any condition, thus suggesting a better

response of the wild relative to drought stress. The superior

quenching of the wild watermelon was associated with the

photosynthesis pathway as Nanasato et al. (2010) observed

that wild watermelon as a C3 plant performed better than the
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C4 plants under drought stress. This was further ascertained by

Guidi et al. (2019) who concluded that C4 plants species are

inferior when subjected to other abiotic stressors such as drought

with respect to photo-inhibition. Even though the C4 plants have

a good acclimation potential, it has been reported that in most

cases they lag behind the C3 plants in acclimation responses

(Sage and McKown, 2006) and one of the reasons attested to the

quick acclimation of the C3 plants is their system which allows

photosynthetic plasticity to be concentrated at the cellular level

rather than at tissue level. In studying temperature acclimation

and temperature adaptation (Yamori et al., 2014) observed that

the C3 plants had a greater ability for temperature acclimation

across broad range of temperatures as compared to the CAM

and C4 plants. ATP synthase has been documented as an

important bioenergetic engine for all organisms, however the

role of these important enzymes in the response to

environmental fluctuations has been under study and some

studies have shown potential involvement in drought and

salinity stress tolerance (Zhang et al., 2008; Michaletti et al.,

2018; Liu et al., 2021). When exposed to drought stress, wild

watermelon levels of showed a photosynthetic activity decrease

by approximately 50% as compared to the control plants

(Kohzuma et al., 2009). The decrease was then associated with

the photoprotection brought about by rapid increase of the qE

which then suggested that the expression of ATP Synthase is an

important part in the plant’s acclimatization to environmental

stress in wild watermelon (Hoshiyasu et al., 2013). When wild

watermelon was exposed to high light under drought stress, the

qE dramatically increase was observed by (Kohzuma et al., 2008)

and this was attributed to the mechanisms that stabilizes the

thylakoid pH. The protection mechanisms have further been

explained in Dietz et al. (2001) where it was stated that this

decrease in the ATPase subunits is important in over

acidification of the thylakoid membrane thus protecting the

photosynthesis apparatus.

Even though the protection of the photosystems by

fluorescence quenching has been strongly suggested as one

mechanisms for plants survival under drought stress, this can

be suggested to be in response to light stress but less of moisture

stress. Salinity stress imposes similar effects to plants as moisture

stress because they all contribute to osmotic stress. But studies

relating salinity stresses to PSII phytochemistry are conflicting

and still inconclusive with some showing salinity inhibiting PSII

activity while others showing PSII unaffected by the salinity

stress. When comparing saline sensitive Arabidopsis to the

tolerant Thellugiella, Stepien and Johnson, (2009) showed

contrasting responses in the photosynthetic apparatus with

Thellugiela inducing an alternative apparatus that aided it to

tolerate salinity better that sensitive Arabidopsis. Exposure of the

Suaeda salsa to saline environment showed no effect on any of

the chlorophyll fluorescence parameters (Lu et al., 2003) this

then suggests that in saline tolerant species there is no or limited

changes in the PSII photochemistry thus suggesting the

quenching mechanism to play a lesser important role in the

plants salinity tolerance mechanism.

Citrulline accumulation as an osmo-
protectant

Citrulline is a non-protein amino acid first identified from

the juice of watermelon, Citrullus lanatus and found to also

occur in other cucurbitaceous fruits. However, it ubiquitous in

animals, bacteria, fungi, and plants (Joshi and Fernie, 2017).

Exposure of plants to abiotic stress disrupts the electron

transport chains resulting in the accumulation of ROS, which

can lead to cellular damage and in response citrulline and other

amino acids are produced to act as more potent ROS-scavengers

or antioxidants, which can protect DNA and metabolic enzymes

from oxidative damage (Akashi et al., 2001; Verslues and

Juenger, 2011). Citrulline is biosynthesized from arginine

synthesis pathway via the nitric oxide synthase as signaling

mechanisms with several enzymes are involved. Three key

enzymes that are involved in the synthesis of citrulline are NO

synthase (NOS), ornithine carbamoyltransferase (OCT), which

produces Cit, and argininosuccinate synthetase (ASS), which

converts it into argininosuccinate (Anwar et al., 2021).

Watermelons and other plants have been documented to

accumulate citrulline in response to osmotic (Dasgan et al., 2009;

Cao et al., 2017), salinity (Kuşvuran et al., 2013) and drought

stress (Kawasaki et al., 2000; Garg et al., 2016; Khan et al., 2019;

Song et al., 2020). In cultivated watermelon a study by Song et al.

(2020) reported a rapid accumulation of citrulline and related

metabolites in the vegetative tissues due to drought stress. The

study concluded that the metabolic pathways associated with

citrulline synthesis and catabolism is regulated in the vegetative

tissues of watermelon and its functional significance during

drought stress. In previous study, Akashi et al. (2016b)

revealed that spatial and developmental patterns of citrulline

accumulation in wild watermelon during drought were largely

different from those of the antioxidant lycopene, total proteins,

and soluble sugars (glucose, fructose, and sucrose); thus,

suggesting the accumulation may be regulated in a different

manner from other nutrients during development. Wild

watermelon has been found to primarily accumulate citrulline,

and then glutamate and arginine, in place of proline and glycine

betaine (Kawasaki et al., 2000). When compared to other

compatible solutes like mannitol, proline and glycine betaine

in wild watermelon leaves, citrulline had a much higher hydroxyl

radical scavenging activity (Akashi et al., 2001). Osmolyte

compatibility results from the absence of its interactions with

substrates and cofactors, and the nonperturbing or its favorable

effects on macromolecular-solvent interactions. It is likely that

citrulline as an osmolyte accumulates in cells under drought and

salinity and balance the osmotic difference between the cell’s

surroundings and the cytosol.
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A much quicker response to salinity stress was observed in

tolerant melons as compared to the sensitive ones where

citrulline accumulation was observed 4 days earlier in tolerant

species as compared to sensitive (Dasgan et al., 2009). In another

study, Kusvuran et al. (2013) reported that citrulline is an

important biochemical indicator in tolerance to salinity stress

as salt tolerant melon genotypes accumulated more citrulline

than the salt sensitive melon genotypes, suggesting that citrulline

overproduction might be a consequence of adaptation to high

saline and drought conditions. Despite the fact that citrulline

accumulates in watermelon and other cucurbits in response to

oxidative stress, (Akashi et al., 2001) reported that wild

watermelon overproduced gamma-aminobutyric acid (GABA),

proline and glutamine, not citrulline when it was subjected to

saline conditions and the reasons for that metabolic salt response

remains to be explained. However, citrulline was reported as the

most efficient ROS scavenger compared to proline, mannitol and

glycine betaine and effectively protecting DNA and metabolic

enzymes from oxidative damage (Figure 1). Song et al. (2020)

noted that the increased levels of citrulline protects the DNA

cleavage and metabolic enzymes damage caused by ROS attacks,

thus aiding the abiotic stress tolerance mechanisms of wild

watermelon. Positive correlations have been found between

citrulline accumulation and salinity drought stress tolerance in

watermelons (Kusvuran et al., 2013). Salt tolerant melons

(Cucumis melo L) genotypes have also been found to

accumulate more citrulline in their leaves than sensitive

(Dasgan et al., 2009). Furthermore, transgenic approaches

have demonstrated a positive association between increased

citrulline accumulation and drought and salt stress tolerance

in Arabidopsis (Kalamaki et al., 2009a; Massange-Sánchez et al.,

2016). Therefore, these accumulation and functionality of

citrulline suggest it to be a key player in drought and

potentially salinity tolerance mechanism in wild water melon

and other crops.

Protection of chloroplast through
accumulation of ascorbate peroxidase

Reactive oxygen species (ROS) are produced in normal

manner as a signaling mechanism during plant growth, but

when they are exposed to unfavorable environmental conditions

their production is increased. Under drought stress closure of

stomata and consequent decrease in CO2 concentration in the

leaf mesophyll results in the accumulation of NADPH in the

chloroplasts. Under such conditions, O2 acts as an alternative

electron acceptor resulting in the generation of ROS (Sminorff,

1993). High levels of ROS in plant cells are toxic to enzymes,

proteins, lipids, and DNA resulting in death, thus it is important

for plants to quench this toxic levels of ROS. Transcriptome

studies have shown increased abundance of response genes to

oxidative stress due to drought in maize (Kakumanu et al., 2012),

Arabidopsis (Desikan et al., 2001; Baxter et al., 2007) Rice

(Zhang et al., 2017a) and tobacco (Zhang et al., 2017b). In

addition to the non-enzymatic, the mechanisms that plants use

to quench these ROS are the enzymatic antioxidant which are

capable of quenching the ROS and bringing them to

tolerable levels.

One major important enzymatic antioxidant is the

Ascorbate Peroxidase (APX) (EC 1.11.1.11) which belongs to

the class I heme-peroxidase (Asada, 1992; Lazzarotto et al.,

2011). The APX exists in various isoforms classified according

to their subcellular locality and they are; soluble isoforms found

in cytosol (cAPX), mitochondria (mitAPX) and chloroplast

stroma (sAPX), while membrane-bound isoforms are found in

microbody (including peroxisome and glyoxisome) (mAPX) and

chloroplast thylakoids (tAPX) (Shigeoka et al., 2002; Caverzan

et al., 2012). The sAPX and tAPX are collectively referred to as

the chloroplast APX (chlAPX) as they are found in the leaf

chloroplast membranes. Several studies have pointed out that

APX plays a key role in various plant abiotic stress response and

recovery post stress exposure (Fini et al., 2012; Kausar et al.,

2012; Zarei et al., 2012). Of the different isoforms of APX, the

chloroplast APX gene expression was shown to be stimulated

earlier in the tolerant cowpea cultivars under drought (D’Arcy-

Lameta et al., 2006), thus suggesting that the chloroplast APX

(chlAPX) responds first during drought stress protection. One

characteristic of the chlAPX is that it is extremely sensitive to

H2O2 under low-level ascorbate (Miyake and Asada, 1996). In

most plants the cAPX showed high accumulation during

drought stress (Yoshimura et al., 1998), leading to suggestions

that cAPX might be one of the initial targets of oxidative injuries

in plant leaves under drought (Shikanai et al., 1998).

However, this tendency was in contrast in wild watermelon

as chlAPX accumulation was higher compared to other isoforms

during drought stress period while the change in cAPX was non-

significant throughout the experimental period (Nanasato et al.,

2010). The up-regulation of the chlAPX was also observed in the

domesticated watermelon thus suggesting that the behavior is

common for the Citrullus family. While this response of chlAPX

in watermelon has not been conclusively correlated with drought

tolerance, the pattern is similar to other factors that contribute to

the drought tolerance in wild watermelon. Malambane et al.

(2018b) further reported chlAPX 3 folds enzymatic activity as

compared to that of cAPX cytosolic in wild watermelon under

drought stress, thus confirming its importance during drought

stress in wild watermelon. The accumulation pattern of the

chloroplastic APX in wild watermelon when exposed to the

moisture deficit suggests that it contributes to the tolerance

mechanisms of the plants to drought stress by quenching the

radicals thus protecting the photosynthesis apparatus of the

plant (Figure 1). Nanasato et al. (2015) observed that the

biochemical process that is involved in the cyt b 561-ascorbate

oxidase redox chain was significantly fortified in wild

watermelon during exposure to drought stress (moisture
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deficit and excess light). These results led to them proposing that

this redox chain plays an important role in dissipating excess

light thus aiding the crop to withstand the drought conditions.

Salinity stress creates ion imbalance and induces

physiological drought like conditions by limiting the amount

of water available to the plant, leading to lipid peroxidation and

the production of ROS (Pandey et al., 2017). Under saline

conditions, APX provides salinity tolerance at different levels

to the affected plants (Sofo et al., 2015), thus APX is involved in

the homeostasis of ascorbate, detoxification of H2O2, and the

balancing of intracellular ROS messenger network (Diaz-

Vivancos et al., 2013; Hernandez et al., 2001). Shalata et al.

(2001) reported that during saline conditions, pea chloroplast

APXs behaved differently, with sAPX increasing and tAPX

decreasing gradually, while tAPX from tomato expressed in

tobacco provided increased tolerance to salt and osmotic

stress. In another study, Weisany et al. (2021) reported that

APX transcripts in soybean increased due to salinity stress, while

(Lin and Pu, 2010) documented that differential accumulation of

APX transcripts with higher levels in tolerant genotypes were

shown in sweet potato plants differing in their level of sensitivity

to salt stress. The expression of cAPX, Mapx and chlAPX after

exposure to 450mM NaCl in sweet potatoes plants was reported

to be tissue specific and dependent on salt stress duration (Lin

and Pu, 2010). Further, a cAPX from Arabidopsis in transgenic

tobacco increased salt, drought, and PEG tolerance, and tomato

plants over expressing pea cAPX were reported to be tolerant to

salinity stress (Badawi et al., 2004; Wang et al., 2005). In

comparison, over-expression of an APX from Puccinellia

tenuiflora in Arabidopsis increased its tolerance to 175mM

NaCl in addition to protection to lipid peroxidation,

suggesting that APX provides salinity tolerance (Guan et al.,

2015). Additionally, when analyzing for response of major

antioxidant enzymes transcripts for different developmental

stages in salt stressed rice, cAPX was up-regulated in 11-day-

old seedlings, while in 6-week-old plants salt had no significant

on this gene (Menezes-Benavente et al., 2004). The differences

might be due to differences in cultivars, plant age and growth

conditions (Tátrai et al., 2016).

Molecular responses

Expression of small signaling peptides
and responsive proteins

Small signaling peptides play important roles in

coordinating the intercellular communication in multicellular

organisms (Yokota et al., 2002; Wang et al., 2016). These

peptides have been found to play a role in wide-range of plant

developmental and physiological processes (Feirs et al., 2005;

Yaginuma et al., 2011; Song et al., 2013; Czyzewicz et al., 2015)

and response against unfavorable stimuli (Lay and Anderson,

2005; Chen et al., 2019). The most common peptides associated

with regulating against moisture stress are DRIP, CLE, IDA,

PSK, CEP5 peptides while those regulating salinity responses are

CAPE, RALF, AtPEP3 Peptides (Kim et al., 2021), and when

exposed to osmotic stress these peptides have shown a similar

accumulation pattern as a response mechanism of crops

(Figure 2). Association of the response pattern of these

peptides has been associated with several response factors of

plants ABA accumulation and stomatal closure (McLachlan

et al., 2018; Takahashi et al., 2018; Qu et al., 2019) in response

to osmotic stress caused by either moisture or salinity. For

instance, an AtMYB44 transcription factor involved in ABA-

dependent and independent signaling pathways regulate stress

adaptation and confer plant tolerance to salt stress (Nguyen and

Cheong, 2018). Other transcription factors (AP2-EREBP, bZIP,

bHLH, MYB, NAC, OFP, TCP, and WRKY) that are known to

be acting in a similar manner through ABA signaling were

recently determined by an RNA-Seq transcriptome analysis to be

responsive and potentially contributing to salinity tolerance in

water melons (Zhu et al., 2022). A transcriptome analysis of

watermelon roots under osmotic stress revealed several response

genes like Treahalose phosphate synthase (TPS) and Treahalose

phosphate phosphatases (TPP) genes which were upregulated

hence being suggested to aid plants tolerance mechanisms (Yang

et al., 2016). In another transcriptome analysis study by Song

et al., 2020, several differentially expressed genes were

documented under osmotic and salinity stress with members

of the ERF, WRKY, NAC, bHLH and MYB been over-

represented suggesting their high active role in the tolerance

mechanisms of watermelon seedlings. Yuan et al. (2022b)

observed that genes involved plant hormone signal

transduction, carbohydrate biosynthesis pathways were highly

active in facilitating the tolerance mechanisms of watermelon

seedlings against salinity stress. In another study by Zhang et al.

(2020) it was found that overexpression of a MYB (SlMYB102)

transcription factor in tomato (Solanum Lycopersicon) conferred

salinity tolerance through increased upregulation of salinity

stress related genes, increased the K+/Na+ ratio and the

activity of active oxygen scavenging enzymes (SOD, POD,

CAT, APX) and accumulation of the non-enzymatic

antioxidants (ASA and GSH). These findings suggest that the

response of watermelon to salt stress could be through a complex

gene regulatory network, and MYB transcription factors may

play an important role in salt tolerance by regulating

downstream corresponding genes and the antioxidant systems.

One group of peptides that are highly expressed in the

drought tolerant wild watermelon when exposed to drought

and salinity stress is the drought-induced peptide (DRIP)

(Figure 2). Yokota et al. (2002) exposed the watermelon

cultivars and observed that DRIP-1 was induced in a similar

manner in tolerance species response to either drought or

salinity stress, thus suggesting it is highly involved in the

tolerance mechanisms for the two stresses. A study on wild
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watermelon leaves under severe drought stress revealed new

peptides (DRIP-1 to DRIP-6), with the two isoforms of DRIP-

1 showing an abundant accumulation as compared to the

other DRIPs (Kawasaki et al., 2000). This accumulation

pattern of the peptides was not observed in the control

plants and the DRIP-1 isoforms in the watermelon leaves

was associated with the accumulation of drought tolerance

amino acids like arginine, glutamate and citrulline which have

shown to play a critical role in ornithine synthesis. An analysis

of proteins on the wild watermelon leaves exposed to moisture

deficit for three days showed higher accumulation of DRIP-1,

which was 5 times higher compared to the domesticated

watermelon (Yokota et al., 2002). Similarly Roy et al. (2009)

observed several new DRIPs accumulation in tomato leaves

exposed to moisture stress as compared to the control plants.

The role of small peptides in salinity stress has also being

studied and that peptide AtPep13 (Nakaminami et al., 2018)

and BoPROPEPs (Wang et al., 2022) was actively involved in

the tolerance against salinity as they naturally increased when

plants were exposed to salt stress. Zhou et al. (2022) observed

that a small peptide (PIP3) played a significant role in salinity

tolerance of Arabidopsis thaliana when mutant with PIP3

knocked out exhibited salt sensitivity as compared to the

wild types.

Ornithine effects on aiding drought and salinity tolerance on

plants have been studied and documented (Kalamaki et al.,

2009b; Anwar et al., 2018; Hussein et al., 2019; Çavus ̧oğlu and

Çavuşoğlu, 2021). Arginine and ornithine are also used for the

synthesis of polyamines and some alkaloids in plants (Urbano-

Gámez et al., 2020). The activity of small peptide protein and

contribution to drought and salinity tolerance could be through

polyamines and alkaloids. Strong antioxidant activity of these

secondary metabolites suggests that they could be acting

downstream of the peptide proteins as protectants against ROS.

Proteins are known to be involved in various signaling and

acting as key transcriptional activators for living organisms

when exposed to different environments (Fotovat et al., 2017;

Priya et al., 2019). Study of proteomics in elucidating the

response mechanisms of plants to environmental stress has

had significant results, thus a continued use to evaluate other

climatic resilient plants like wild watermelon is of continued

importance. A proteomic analysis of wild watermelon after

exposure to drought stress revealed several drought related

proteins to be highly expressed (Akashi et al., 2011). A total of

23 stress induced and 6 stress repressed proteins were positively

identified and of these were mostly the heat shock proteins

(HSPs). The HSPs has extensively been proven to play an

important part in living organisms when exposed to various

FIGURE 2

A representative diagram showing the molecular signaling for drought and salinity stress in plant through the ABA-dependent and independent

pathways. Bolded and broken boxes show the molecular mechanisms that have been studied and presented in this review for the wild water

melon drought tolerance and potential salinity tolerance indicators. Abscisic acid, (ABA; Myeloblastosis oncogene, (MYB); Myelocytomatosis

oncogene, (MYC); WRKY Basic Leucine Zipper, (BZIP); NAC (NAM, ATAF and CUC) Zinc-finger homeodomain, (ZF-HD); Dehydration responsive

element binding proteins, (DREB); MYB recognition site, (MYBRs); MYC recognition site, (MYCRs); ABA-responsive element binding protein,

(AREB); NAC recognition site, (NARC); ZFHDR, cis-acting element/C-repeat DRE/CRT; Heat shock Proteins, (HSP); Drought induced proteins,

(DRIP); ascorbate peroxidase, (APX); metallothionein, (MT); DHN, (Dehydrins).
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biotic and abiotic stresses (Ruibal et al., 2013; Haq and Shakeel,

2020; Guo et al., 2020; Tian et al., 2021). Another proteomic

study on wild watermelon by Si et al. (2009) revealed different

expression of drought response related proteins when exposed to

moisture stress with HSPs recording a high accumulation only

four days when the crops were exposed to stress, while the NAC

was highly expressed in the shoots as compared to the low

expression observed in the roots when exposed to moisture

stress. Several other proteins revealed varying expressions on

either roots or shoots when exposed to moisture stress thus

showing their active participation during drought response in

wild watermelon. The role of response proteins in wild

watermelon acclimatization to stress was further suggested by

Li et al. (2018) who observed that the DEGs encoding late

embryogenesis abundant (LEA) proteins, dehydrin, and heat

shock proteins (HSPs) were highly expressed during

drought stress.

These proteins that are highly associated with drought stress

tolerance in wild watermelon and other crops have also shown to

be active in tolerance to salinity stress (Figure 2). An analysis of

the expressed proteins on wheat that was exposed to salinity

revealed upregulation of several HSPs thus suggesting potential

involvement in the salinity tolerance mechanism (Khateeb et al.,

2020). To further ascertain the potential involvement of the

HSPs in salinity tolerance mechanism, two HSP were isolated

and overexpressed in rice and the results showed transgenic

plants to have superior tolerance to both drought and salinity

stress as compared to the wild type (Zou et al., 2021). A

transcriptome analysis into the salt tolerance and sensitive

willow genotypes recorded a total of 39 genes encoding for

HSPs and all of these genes were upregulated under salinity

stress and it was concluded that this small HSPs played in

important role in response to salinity stress (Sui and Wang,

2020). However, some HSPs such as the watermelon ClHSP22.8

(He et al., 2021) could be key players in salinity tolerance and in

water melons as negative regulators via ABA-dependent as well

as independent and other signaling pathways. The involvement

of these small HSPs in both drought and salinity stress are

potential key players in the survival of plants under the two

abiotic stresses. The body of knowledge accumulated so far has

shown that HSPs play an important role wild watermelon

tolerance to drought stress it can then be postulated that this

HSPs could also contribute to the salinity stress when the plant is

exposed to such as the two stresses could manifest through

osmotic stress.

Expression of GTPase

Small guanosine triphosphate (GTPases)-binding proteins

are tightly regulated molecular switches in signal transduction.

These are a group of independent superfamily within the class of

regulatory GTP hydrolases and are proteins that are capable of

controlling a number of important processes and they possess a

common structurally conserved GTP-binding domain (Bourne

et al., 1990; Nilsson et al., 2002; Liu and Huang, 2009). The super

family comprises of four families (RAN, ARF, RAB, ROP) that

are conserved across eukaryotes; where RAN has been

implicated in nucleocytoplasmic transport, RNA synthesis,

processing and export and cell cycle checkpoint control

(Scheffzek et al., 1995; Rush et al., 1996; Khuperkar et al.,

2015) and ROP being involved in actin dynamics regulation,

which controls polar growth and root hair development (Luo

et al., 2006) and in salt tolerance signal pathways in plants

(Yang, 2002).

Even though the functions of GTPase in animals and yeast

have been well characterized and documented, the same cannot

be said about plants. With the few reports available, the RAN

GTPases involvement in mitosis; cell division and proliferation

has been suggested. Rose and Meier (2001) suggested that a

domain unique to plant RANGAP (the RAN GTPase activating

protein) is responsible for its target on the plant nuclear rim.

Transcriptome studies have also revealed drought enrichment of

GTPases in maize ovary tissues with respect to drought induced

splicing (Kakumanu et al., 2012), regulating of stomatal opening

(Wang et al., 2017), conferring maximum ABA sensitivity (Lee

and Seo, 2019) in Arabidopsis, found to trigger innate immunity

in rice (Kawano et al., 2010). When Ran GTPase was

overexpressed in Arabidopsis and Rice, the transgenic plants

showed distinct phenotypes like increased number of tillers,

weak apical dominance, excess rosette leaves and abnormal root

growth suggesting the involvement of RAN GTPase in cell

proliferation (Wang et al., 2006; Xu and Cai, 2014);. A

transgenic approach demonstrated that plants overexpressing

RAN genes had enhanced cold (Xu et al., 2016) and osmotic

stress tolerance (Akashi et al., 2016a) as transgenic plants

maintained cell division under stress conditions. In another

study, a Rop protein, OsRacB, which acts as an accessory

regulatory component in salt stress responses was identified

(Christensen, 2003) and it expression studied in rice. Transgenic

rice treated with salinity stress grew much better than the

control, suggesting that overexpression of OsRacB in rice

partly improve salinity tolerance, as had been shown in

tobacco (Luo et al., 2006).

In wild watermelon one of the distinct features during

drought is in the root growth that can reach up-to 2-3 meters

down the sandy soils in search of the little conserved moisture.

This extensive root growth can be thought to be stimulated by

the RAN GTPase during drought, as shown in the significant

induction of the RAN GTPase during analysis of root proteome

of wild watermelon in the early stages of the crop under drought

stress (Yoshimura et al., 2008). When grown under PEG induced

drought stress the roots of wild watermelon were significantly

different from the domesticated watermelon in both length,

hairy roots development and dry mass as the wild watermelon

recorded 2-3 folds increases showing an extensive growth in wild
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watermelon root seedlings (Akashi et al., 2016a). Further, an

overexpression of the CLRan on Arabidopsis resulted in

increased root growth on both stressed and unstressed plants

as compared to the wild types. A screening of the mRNA and

protein abundance of the CLRan1 and CLRan2 displayed an

incremental abundance of the RAN in the roots of the wild

watermelon under drought stress as compared to the control.

This thus suggests that the RAN GTPase is involved in the cell

proliferation and this function is useful root development in wild

watermelon thus playing a significant role when it comes to

drought tolerance. These results thus further shows the

involvement of small GTPases in both drought and salinity

stress in plants. In response to salinity levels the grafted

watermelon seedlings expressed several differentially expressed

proteins and notably ATP synthase beta subunit was one of the

protein highly expressed thus suggesting its role in the tolerance

mechanisms against salinity stress (Yang et al., 2012).

Expression of Metallothionein (MT) as a
protectant

The Metallothioneins (MTs) are low molecular mass (7-

10kDa) proteins, which have a higher percentage of cysteine

amino acids in the sequence (Liu et al., 2014). These proteins

have long been discovered and isolated from horse kidneys as

cadmium-binding proteins (Margoshes and Vallee, 1957). Their

expression has been documented in plant responses to oxidative

stress, where they act as protective factors by protecting cells

through scavenging of stress induced ROS (Ruttkay-Nedecky

et al., 2013). The MTs are directly involved in the removal of

ROS enhancing the protection against cellular injury (Nzengue

et al., 2012) and also act as an antioxidant for ROS-induced

cellular injury (Chiaverini and De Ley, 2010). The ROS

accumulate to toxic levels during drought stress conditions

(Malambane, 2018a).

When plants are exposed to abiotic stress a usual increase in

expression of the MT gene is observed, thus it has been

concluded that the gene is important in tolerance mechanisms

as it is associated with cell growth and proliferation,

detoxification and cellular repair while maintaining the cellular

homeostasis through ROS scavenging (Kumar et al., 2012).

Overexpression of the MT gene from date palm (Patankar

et al., 2019) and Suaeda salsa, (Jin et al., 2017) conferred

drought and salinity tolerance in yeast and Arabidopsis. The

transgenic plants accumulated less Na+ and maintained a high

K+/Na+ ratio, which could be attributed to the role of the

transgene on transporters such as HKT (Patankar et al., 2019).

Further Soda et al. (2016) observed that metallothionein strongly

interacts with other proteins like cytoskeleton to improve abiotic

(drought and salinity) in diverse plant species. This was further

confirmed by Mekawy et al. (2018) and Kumar et al. (2012) in

which overexpressing OsMT-3a and OsMT-1e-P showed an

improved tolerance to the NaCl stress by scavenging ROS in

rice, E.coli and tobacco.

An analysis of wild watermelon under moisture stress showed

a number of up-regulated genes in the leaf, and among the up-

regulated genes was the Type 2MT designated as ClMT2 (Citrullus

lanatusmetallothionein Type-2) (Akashi et al., 2004). The effects of

ClMT2 on protecting genomic DNA under moisture stress were

investigated and the results showed that the DNA degradation was

significantly suppressed by the ClMT2 in a dose dependent

manner (Akashi et al., 2004). These then suggest that the up-

regulation of the ClMT2 in the leaves aid the plants tolerance

mechanisms through DNA protection by ROS scavenging when

exposed to drought stress (Figure 2). This upregulation of the

ClMT in wild watermelon could suggest that the crop has a strong

chance in withstanding salinity stress through the ROS scavenging

thus protecting the internal cellular mechanisms for the plants.

Conclusions and future perspectives

Drought stress is well documented to be a major factor in crop

production and studies have shown that crops need a combination

of factors to mitigate the effects of drought stress. Various studies

on wild watermelon and other crops show that a combination of

physiological, biochemical factors responses operating concert are

responsible for drought tolerance. Figure 2 illustrates the

concerted morphological, physiological, and molecular traits

that the watermelon has developed to aid the drought tolerance

mechanisms. The responses are resilient root growth and timely

stomatal closure, accumulation of citrulline and expression of

genes associated with drought stress in watermelons and many

other crops and model species. The mechanisms presented here

can also be studied on other species with promising drought

tolerance mechanisms and be compared to those of the wild

watermelon. However, the mechanisms presented in this review

might not be all that contributes to tolerance of the crop, thus

more studies are needed for the species to be considered as a

model reference crop for drought tolerance and related studies.

With limited studies on the salinity tolerance on wild watermelon

and relatives, this review then aimed to associate the mechanisms

for drought tolerance to the potential the plant might have in

tolerating salinity. We have observed through other studies that

the mechanisms wild watermelon has shown as drought tolerance

are also similar mechanisms other plant species confer in salinity

stress. Thus it can be concluded that wild watermelon through the

drought tolerance mechanism can also double up as salinity

tolerance but this need to be conferred through a scientific

research focusing on citrulline accumulation, its biosynthesis

genes, APX and ROS scavenging responses to the two stresses.

Drought and salinity stress research involving watermelon at

molecular level revealed established transcription factors for

tolerance in others species. The transcription factors; AP2-

ERBP, bZIP, MYB, NAC, WRKY and their downstream target
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genes, together regulons, have gained attention on their account

of their role in drought and salinity tolerance pathways in plants.

These are also presented in Figure 2 as ABA-depended and

independent responsive to drought and salinity stress. A recent

trancriptome study by Zhu et al. (2022) revealed that in addition

to these, the OFP and TCP family of transcription factors

responded to salinity stream in watermelons. A growing body

of evidence suggests that OFP and TCP transcription factors

participate in drought and salinity stress pathways in other

plants (Danisman, 2016; Wang et al., 2020). Further other

small signaling proteins like the Aquaporins whose primary

role has been suggested as to maintain the water homeostasis in

living cells thus playing and important role in moisture related

stresses by maintaining the cells osmotic potential (Vera-

Estrella, 2004; Afzal et al., 2016). In their role against drought

and salinity stresses, it has been suggested that the Aquaporins

regulated changes in the root, stem and leaf hydraulic

conductivity, plant water usage in response to stress

(Vandeleur et al., 2009; Vandeleur et al., 2014; Sade and

Moshelion, 2017). Similarly, an observation where an up

regulation of ClAQP was observed under salinity and drought

stress and also during fruit development of the cultivated

watermelon and cucumis melo (Wang et al., 2016; Kus ̧vuran

et al., 2021; Lopez-Zaplana et al., 2022) suggesting the

involvement of the aquaporins in tolerance mechanisms of the

citrullus species. Another important protectant that has been

documented to play an important role in drought and salinity

stress is the trehalose that is suggested to play an important role

in regulation of stomatal aperture, regulation of plant water use,

osmolyte protectants and acting as an energy source thus aiding

the tolerance mechanisms of plants. This protectant mechanism

has also been observed in the cultivated watermelon (Yuan et al.,

2022a; Yuan et al., 2022b) where it aided the crop to survive

against the drought and salinity stresses. Other important

molecular mechanisms that has shown potential to play an

important role in the tolerance mechanisms of citrullus species

is the Thaumatin-like protein (TLP) that has been documented

to be actively involved in responses abiotic stresses in

watermelon (Ram et al., 2022). All these potential tolerance

mechanisms as observed in cultivated watermelon could thus

suggest a much more pronounced expression and role in the

more tolerant wild watermelon. Thus, this calls for their

attention on their role and that of their target genes, to

establish new regulons common in drought and salinity stress

in wild watermelon. Having identified the transcription factors

transcriptome analyses, their validation for drought and salinity

stress tolerance can be done in water melons through

transgenesis, Virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS), RNA

interference, clustered regularly interspaced short palindromic

repeat (CRISPR) genome editing system. Application of these

techniques will be enable high throughput drought and salinity

tolerance gene discovery pathways enabled by availability of its

genetic transformation protocols, genome sequence of 20

accessions representing three different C. Lanatus subspecies

(subsp. Vulgaris, subsp. Mucosospermus and subsp. Lanatus)

(Guo et al., 2012). The identified transcription factors can be

used to develop drought and salinity tolerant transgenic plants

across three subspecies and other crops. Furthermore, and owing

to the availability of transcriptome and metabolomic analysis

resources in water melons, elucidation of dynamic coordination

of drought and salinity responsive transcription factors in

interacting pathways and their specific integration in the

cellular network will provide new opportunities for the

engineering of plant tolerance to these stresses.
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